This paper constructs a model which is more close to the reality to describe individual saving behavior accurately and explain the long-term growth of economy. The model constructed in this paper is the improvement and innovation of neoclassical growth models including Solow model, RCK model and OLG model. Starting from the micro decision making of individuals and firms, there exists balanced growth path (BGP) and capital stock in steady state satisfies the golden rule in general equilibrium. Total saving rate equals the elasticity of output with respect to capital. The long-term economic growth depends on exogenous technological progress.
Introduction
The most representative models in neoclassical growth theory are Solow model, RCK model and OLG model. These models have great influence on economic theory and practice. With the development of macroeconomic theory, researchers pay less and less attention to neoclassical growth theory. This paper tries to integrate the advantages of the three famous models to establish a unified neoclassical growth model. Solow model takes technological progress as given and investigates the effects of the division of output between consumption and investment on capital accumulation and growth. The shortage of Solow model is the lack of micro foundation and saving rate is exogenous given. Golden rule cannot guarantee the maximum utility of individuals [1] . The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 analyzes the model. Section 4 gives a brief conclusion.
Model

Firms
There exist large numbers of firms in the economy. Firms rent capital and labor in factor markets. Individuals purchase goods in competitive markets. The production takes the form
where technological progress is exogenous,
, k is the amount of capital per unit of effective labor and y is output per unit of effective labor. Then we rewrite production function as
The intensive-form production function,
In competitive market, profit maximization will yield that interest rate equals marginal product of capital
wage equals marginal product of labor
Individuals
Referring to Futagami and Nakajima [7] , we suppose that a person is born at time x , work to x d + and die at time x m + . A person works between age 0 and d to earn money and purchases goods between age 0 and m .
Furthermore, we give some additional demographic assumptions. Each individual has fixed lifespan m and that is to say, at any given time t , there exist individuals from age 0 to m . For the overall population to be growing at rate n and the age distribution to be well behaved, the number of people born per unit time is growing at rate n .
Define ( ) B t as newborn population at time t ,
where n is newborn growth rate.
Total population at time t is described as ( ) 
Total labor in economy is ( ) 
We have ( ) 
where ( ) 
Each person maximizes his whole life utility 
Equilibrium
At any given time t , there exist individuals from age 0 to m . Aggregate consumption at time t is given by 
Capital per effective labor is accumulated as
We have 0 k =  when economy is in equilibrium. Interest rate and wage are both constant. We can yield that ( )
where
BGP and Steady State
Using numerical simulation method (assume Cobb-Douglas function of production), we can solve Equation (25) 
This is the important finding of this paper. Capital stock in steady state is only related to ( ) g n + and production function, but has nothing to do with
More importantly, capital stock satisfies the golden rule and the economy can achieve the highest efficiency. Total saving rate is given by Figure 1 . Equilibrium solution to capital per effective labor. Note: short dash line denotes left of Equation (25) and solid line denotes right of Equation (25). 
With r g n = + , we get
So total saving rate equals the elasticity of output with respect to capital.
On balanced growth path, capital per effective labor keeps unchanged. We
From this, long-term economic growth depends on the newborn growth rate and the rate of technological progress.
Capital per capita and output per capita are given by ( ) ( ) 
In the long term, output per capita depends only on technological progress.
Conclusions
This paper establishes a unified neoclassical growth model which can integrate the advantages of the three representative neoclassical growth models including Solow model, RCK model and OLG model to describe individual saving behavior accurately and explain the long-term growth of economy. Starting from the micro decision making of individuals and firms, there exists balanced growth path and capital stock in steady state satisfies the golden rule in general equilibrium. Total saving rate equals the elasticity of output with respect to capital. For further study, we will introduce government into the model and examine the impact of taxation policy. Another direction of exploration is to make technological progress endogenously.
